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Dominic R

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Looks great, shoots great, I could not be happier. Exceeded my expectations and is fun to shoot. Can’t comment on take down power as of yet but I’m sure it will do the job. Plus the looks you get at the range when you whip this thing out is worth every penny. 











John N

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon. Fit and finish is outstanding. Another smooth transaction from Buds. 











Timothy H

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I’m not going to lie…with heavy loads it hurts, but shoots very well and I believe would be very manageable under stress. Very well balanced and has a great grip. Also, its a Ruger revolver, so reliability is without question. 











Matthew L

on
01/22/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun and less recoil than expected. Fun to shoot and fast shipping from buds after payment. Also, best price online considering inflation for new in box. Will be back! 











Leon C

on
05/26/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I LOVE THIS BEAST. I could not be happier with this toy. 











William B

on
12/07/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Surprisingly accurate for such a short barrel with one hole groups at 7 yards and the recoil is very manageable. It's truly a very strong gun, you can rest assured with hot loads, it will handle them. I love it and so will you. 











Greg W

on
11/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is incredible. It makes all of my other pistols look like toys, it's that huge. The size and heft are quite welcome as soon as I load it up with some of the hotter rounds available for it. I initially shot it with 250 grain, then 300 and finally the Buffalo Bore 360 grain loads. Wow is all I can say. The grips absorb a lot of the recoil energy but it is still an eye opening experience. Not to scare anyone off, but you better be ready when you touch off a round. The accuracy out of the Super Redhawk Alaskan is quite good and with .45 LC rounds, it's a big old accurate pussycat. If you want to ring some steel or protect yourself from a big old bear, this is the revolver for you. 











Chuck A

on
03/02/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I traded a firearm in to cover most of the cost on the Ruger Alaskan. The people at Bud's processed the entire transaction efficiently and within reasonable time limits. The Ruger is awesome, factory new and ready to go. I came out ahead dealing with bud's than I could have with the local dealers. Thank you 











Matthew T

on
02/22/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I’m happy. Happy with the service from buds and everyone that works there. The firearm was what I wanted and that’s what I received. No problems no issues. That’s why I’m buying another firearm from buds. And I was one of them that were leery. But I’m glad I did. Buds is we’re I’m going for now on for my firearm perches. This is my experience. I’m happy 











Jesse B

on
07/20/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Originally I was going to give this product 2 stars because when i took it though a lite field test, I realized that it was not ejecting any of the hornady 350gr that I had fired, I would have to beat the ejector rod to get them to release and sometimes a small screw driver was needed. I love ruger and I know their customer service is excellent, so I contacted them, I sent them this gun, with 2 fired hulls, and within a week I was shooting my 454 again with out a single flaw. Ruger even lined up the sights for me. I understand, there is a lemon in every batch, so I’m not worried at all. Very solid tank of a gun, and as always Buds had it to me in just a couple of days. Thanks 











John D

on
04/06/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










As per usual, Buds quick shipping was demonstrated again with this purchase. Add free shipping, and a very reasonable lay-away policy, and anyone can understand why this on-line gun dealer is so successful. On to the six shot Ruger Super Redhawk Alaskan in .454 Casull. This revolver is an imposing piece of stainless steel. It has a distinct family resemblance (and heft) to Ruger's Redhawks with 2.75" barrels in .41 magnum, and .44 magnum. This is a "snubbie" with a 2.5" barrel. It comes with a large rubber grip with finger grooves, and a strip of shock absorbent foam that sits in the inside of the grip adjacent to the web of the shooter's hand. It has a very smooth double action trigger, and appropriately light single action. The rear sight is adjustable for elevation and windage. The front sight is a blade. If you are going to retain it, the blade should be painted red or another bright color. A change out to a tritium or some other type of sight is possible since the blade is pinned into the body of the revolver. This revolver will shoot .45 Colt as well as .454 Casull rounds. The latter is powerful and will cause heavy recoil. If you think you are going to go to the range and shoot a box or three of these cartridges, think again. Recoil as a cumulative effect, and you will definitely feel the impact. On the other hand, shooting Cowboy Action .45s seem like firing a .22. It is also an accurate shooter. The Ruger Alaskan will hit where you aim it. I would not characterize this as a concealed carry option, though it can be used in that capacity. I replaced the rubber grip with a wooden Hogue grip. This makes the revolver easier to draw from a concealed position (I use the Urban Carry G1 IWB holster). It is 2.5 pounds, so you definitely know you are carrying a brick. But it's well balanced. For concealed carry, I use Buffalo Bore JHP Heavy .45s. These 260 grain projectiles have a muzzle velocity of 1,450 feet per second (though less with a 2.5" barrel) with over 1,200 pounds of energy. They kick, but not as badly as .454 Casull rounds. This is a typical Ruger product, built like a brick and will last longer than you and several future generations. It's a heavy, brutish revolver, and lacks the elegance of Smith & Wesson revolvers. But it is effective and will make a good addition to any revolver collection. 











Joe G

on
03/23/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nicely made, heavy caliber hunting revolver. It kicks like crazy but it's also crazy fun to shoot. Excellent customer service from Buds as usual. 











Benjamin H

on
03/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Enjoyed having the layaway option from Buds as well as the cash discount price that was lower than most others. Gun arrived at local FFL fast after payments were complete and am totally satisfied with the overall customer service from Buds. Will use Buds again for my next purchase. As for the pistol, If you are in the fence about buying this one, go ahead and get it. Dual use as it fires 45 LC and 454 ammo. The weight on this pistol makes shooting 45 LC easy and is welcome with the 454. 











Robert B

on
02/20/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Performs as well as I thought - this is another fine handgun from Ruger and it does not disappoint at the range. As usual Bud's delivered,the best price ($100 cheaper than anywhere else), and fast with no hassle, I will always buy from Bud's. 











Cj M

on
02/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome beast ........................ 











Kyle C

on
01/10/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a gun I will never get rid of. Fun to shoot. I’m a big guy and this puppy can still make your hand sore. I know if I am carrying this anywhere that if anything on this continent comes at me I can take it down. Have shot all kinds of ammo up to Buffalo bore ammo and this gun shoots everything great. Great choice for anyone looking for the most powerful snub nose on the planet. Do yourself a favor and buy one. Everyone loves shooting this gun. And when I mention to someone in a gun store I own one they always say they are hard to come by. Do yourself a favor and buy this. Nobody could regret owning one of these. I carry mine in a diamond d chest holster rig or on my belt with a simply rugged sourdough pancake holster. Great sidearm for anyone who spends time in the woods. 











Brian M

on
12/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Pretty awesome. Not as scary as it may seem on YouTube etc. Began with regular 45 colt and then to 45 colt +p followed by some Buffalo Bore 454 Casull with the 360 grain hard cast bullet. It’s not easy to shoot a whole box of 454 at once and I ended up going back and forth between other guns. Other guns felt like BB guns after shooting this (including rifles). I will say that this is mostly due to the concussive blast being so pronounced as compared to everything else I own. This gun is very accurate as well and I have a great deal of confidence in its function. Not only is it a good mountain gun, it is also a fun gun to show off. 











Cary C

on
12/21/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is the most exciting gun I have ever shot!!! Loaded with 454 Casull will not only make the hairs stand up on your neck but it will probably do the same to the others around you. This pistol being able to shoot LC 45s also is a huge plus for plinking and the range. I love this gun and its one of my favorites, the only negative thing I can say about it has to be Rugers Quality Inspection must have gone down some because when I received I had to take apart go thru and file sharp corners, remove burrs, and clean really good. When I was done I cant say one thing negative about this 454 Alaskan and I shoot it on a regular. 











Anrhony C

on
11/08/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome shooting gun. Firing the 45 long colt has the recoil of a 22 wmr. Pretty unbelievable but true. 











Leon C

on
07/07/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a superb revolver. Great for home defense... 











Harvey Z

on
03/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my 1st purchase from BUDS(1/17) and I`ve since spent about another $4000 shopping online with BUDS! Just can`t get enough of BUDS great service and absolute lowest prices, not to mention their free shipping as well! BUY this gun, its absolutely beautiful, well balanced, looks super-cool and really turns heads at the range when using full-house Buffalo Bore or Underwood Heavy loads. Recoil nowhere near as bad as people make it out to be. Shoots .45 colt cowboy loads with almost ZERO recoil for casual plinking. I`m glad I bought this when I did! Now out of stock and I don`t see it for sale anywhere else. My hats off to RUGER on this gun and BUDS became my #1 Go-to Supplier for ALL my guns/ammo/gear needs with the purchase of this outstanding firearm! IF you can find this avail., BUY IT!! 











Mark W

on
09/24/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One word...WOW! This is my first revolver as I'm a huge semi-auto fan. That said, Ruger delivers. 6 shot cannon with Hogue grips makes for a potent combo. I was wary of the recoil based on posted youtube videos but it isn't bad at all. The round I used was a 250 grain jacketed hollow point 454 Casull by Ventura Munitions. Very easy shooting and not the reputed "painful" after 6-12 rounds. I did have three parts plus some tiny springs come off the trigger group while cleaning that are outside the cleaning disassembly for us lay people but was able to get it back together and functioning properly. Plus, Ruger gives you an exploded view of the entire revolver in the back of the manual. Overall I love this revolver. Very well balanced. 











Harold S

on
07/18/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










highly recommend , the ruger 454 alaskan is beautiful great deal with buds, done business in the past always great . thanks 











Richard P

on
01/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my second 454 Alaskan having bought and sold my first in 2005 I actually truly missed this gun. Auction sites were selling around 1200 to 1300 new if you could get one. By luck I checked Buds and after 3 yrs of looking this one was in stock and only 780.00. Shipped. Couldn't believe it! Plan B (guns name) arrived new as promised. A little rough from the factory few nicks and powder residue but new. The reuniting at he range went perfect and though my wrist is sore the purchase experience was everything I could ask. This was my first purchase and couldn't be happier. If you see one of these here buy it. Trust me. Thanks Buds! Now if that Mossberg SPX 930 auto would just show up..... 











David M

on
01/02/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Holy **** ! Built like a tank and needs to be; .454 in this size handgun will rock your world, and should take down whatever is trying to get you. I have my doubts about a very fast AND accurate follow up shot: makes my .44mag feel like an air soft. I love this piece though and although it's brutally fun to shoot (and make everyone at the range jump !) I think a more practical weapon for defense in grizzly country would be a 10mm auto with 12-15 rds. of hardcast and mild enough recoil to get off more than one accurate shot in a jam situation. I won't sell this one though and with .45 Colt ammo you still have alot of punch with mild recoil and great accuacy for a short barrelled cannon. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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